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Cloud Native Applications
Hybrid Data Centers

Transformation 
to Cloud

IoT, Mobile, Laptops

Proliferation of New 
Sites and Devices

Users Everywhere, Anywhere

Hybrid 
Workforce

Traditional security architecture - data center firewalls, 
dedicated circuits, and discrete VPNs no longer fit to task

The Challenge of a Dissolving Perimeter has Reached Critical Mass. 
WHAT’S DRIVING THE JOURNEY TO SASE?

Access Has Fundamentally Changed - Work is done 
from anywhere and Apps now span across hybrid cloud.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Today apps have moved to cloud rather than being hosted in a traditional DC and majority of the apps are consumed as SaaS. Moreover, The proliferation of IoT devices in the enterprise and shift to a hybrid workforce model compels enterprises to transform their WAN architectures with SD-WAN and security architecture with cloud delivered securityLegacy architecture based on routers and firewalls, where all traffic is backhauled to the data center results in very slow and unpredictable application performance, especially if you're reaching trying to reach the cloud that backhaul through the data center that out to the cloud back again as latency that inhibits or impairs application performanceAnd it results in higher costs, both in putting those traditional routers and administering and managing them at the branch offices and in addition, back hauling all that traffic using expensive MPLS services even though traffic should be going direct to the cloud. GERRI NOTESWhat is driving the direction to SASE?WorkloadsUser access and where they areHeadless devicesTraffic needs to flow and be secured across all the connections and locationsSometimes it is dedicated circuitsSometimes it is to the cloud and backSometimes it is to DC and backSometimes a mix of the aboveAttack vector opens up with all the movement and traditional architecture doesn’t workCould use VPN on a laptop that basically puts all the traffic, whether it's trusted corporate traffic or personal traffic, into and basically tunnels into the data center, which is just not very good for a performance perspective and creates a huge attack vector from a security perspective because you have all these different sort of workloads and things that end users are doing on their device.But is that the best approach?Inconsistent security and networking operations and trying to manage all of this with multiple provisioning tools, multiple vendors is not only difficult, but it can create blind spots, potentially because of all the different things going on and tools to look at.
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3 KEY TRENDS TO WATCH

$4.35 M
Global average cost of a data 
breach in 2022, up 13% from 

20201

80% 
Of SD-WAN 

deployments will 
incorporate SSE 

requirements by 20243

$9.2 B
Total worldwide end-user 

spending on SASE in 2023 is 
outpacing what was spent in 
2022 by a significant margin.2

1. IBM study, Cost of a data breach 2022
2. Gartner 2022
3. Gartner 2022

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
GERRI NOTESData is valuable – healthcare data, PII, credit card data, etc.Data breaches are expensiveOrgs are investing on SASE solutionsMajority of SD-WAN deployments will include SSEORIGINAL NOTESn/a

https://www.ibm.com/reports/data-breach
https://www.gartner.com/en/newsroom/press-releases/2022-12-08-gartner-identifies-the-top-trends-impacting-infrastructure-and-operations-for-2023
https://www.gartner.com/en/documents/4013814
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SD-WAN

Routing

Dynamic path
Selection

WAN
optimization

SaaS
Acceleration

Network as
a Service

ZTNA

CASB

SWG

FWaaS

RBI

DLP

SD-WAN 
Edge

SASE

Security
Service
Edge

As the Security Perimeter is Dissolving, Security Concepts need to Adjust
WHAT IS SECURE ACCESS SERVICE EDGE?

SASE = SD-WAN + SSE

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
GERRI NOTES2 1/2 years ago, we made a blockbuster acquisition in terms of Silver Peak to bring industry leading SD Wan capability to our platform to our architectures.Need to streamline workloads or applications routing – sometimes to the DC, sometimes to the CloudTake Sales Force as an example – need to route and also inspect the traffic and dataNeed to unify the security posture and traditional perimeter security and routing is sufficient anymoreAlso need to look at the type of device being used and the type of data – is it corporate data? Corporate issued device? Does that change the access security inspection and capabilities rules? Security Service Edge brings a whole host of kind of cloud first oriented networking tools everything from zero trust networking access to firewall as a service to remote browser instantiation. Jeff: A lot of confusion in the market. SASE washing. Partner needs to help educate the customer. They need to figure out where the customer is on their journey with SASE. Start by positioning SASE with ZTNA -- OR -- SD-WAN opportunity, start with SD-WAN…ORIGINAL NOTESn/a
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HPE ARUBA NETWORKING
SSE

EdgeConnect SD-WAN
Advanced secure SD-WAN

with Business Intent Overlays

EdgeConnect SD-Branch
Max integration of wired, 

Wi-Fi, and SD-WAN

EdgeConnect 
Microbranch

Home office, small office, 
 ad-hoc location

ZTNA
Secure access to 

private apps

SWG
Secure access to 

the internet 

CASB
Secure access to 

SaaS apps

DEM
Enhanced digital 
experience and 

productivity

EDGECONNECT
SD-WAN

Unified SASE

Deploy Industry-leading SD-WAN with the HPE Aruba Networking SSE Platform
HPE ARUBA NETWORKING UNIFIED SASE

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
GERRI NOTESMany of you recognize we have a great portfolio for SD-WAN with EdgeConnectIncludes many different capabilities from business intent overlays to <<something else here>>Allow customers to choose their best of bread security partners (like maybe zScaler, Netscope etc.)But we heard from customers and analysts that many customers want to go to one vendor to get the full SASE solutionNow have SSE(quickly highlight the 4 bullets under SSE – dive deeper into next slide)ORIGINAL NOTESn/a
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Aruba EdgeConnect SD-WAN Solution

6
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Aruba Boost WAN Optimization
On-demand WAN Optimization (Optional)

Aruba Orchestrator
Centralized policy orchestration, 
monitoring and reporting

Aruba EdgeConnect
Unified SD-WAN edge platform: routing, 
security, SD-WAN and WAN Optimization

Boost WAN Optimization

Secure Edge Fabric

(on prem, cloud or as-a-service)

(Physical) (Virtual) (Cloud)

Aruba EdgeConnect Aruba EdgeConnect Aruba EdgeConnect

Designed for today’s cloud-first enterprise
Aruba EdgeConnect Secure edge Architecture

Aruba Advanced Security
Intrusion Detection and Prevention.

Central

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Redo this slide form bottom upBoost, Security, SASE, OrchestratorCentralCCSKey Message:Silver Peak, the global SD-WAN leader, delivers the transformational promise of the cloud with a business-first networking model. The EdgeConnect™ self-driving wide area network platform liberates enterprises from conventional WAN approaches to transform the network from a constraint to a business accelerant  Three components comprise the EdgeConnect SD-WAN edge platform:EdgeConnect physical or virtual appliances, deployed in branch offices to create a secure, virtual network overlay. One single appliance/or VNF provides with routing, security, SD-Wan and WAN Optimization (Unified Platform)Orchestrator – included with EdgeConnect, provides unprecedented visibility into both legacy and cloud applications with the unique ability to centrally assign policies based on business intent to secure and control all WAN trafficBoost WAN Optimization -  is an optional WAN Optimization performance pack that combines Silver Peak WAN optimization technologies with EdgeConnect to create a unified high-performance SD-WAN solution. Consumed on demand, where and when it is needed
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Standardize, Templatize & Automate Provisioning 
A Completely Automated Approach

Unity Orchestrator Aruba EdgeConnect

Create Business Intent 
Overlay (BIO)1 2 Push and Maintain

Policies Globally
3

Application
Routing
WAN path
SLA
………

BIO

Application
Routing
WAN path
SLA
………

BIO

Application
Routing
WAN path
SLA
………

BIO

Application
Routing
WAN path
SLA
………

BIO

Application
Routing
WAN path
SLA
………

BIO

Application
Routing
WAN path
SLA
Bonding Policy
QoS
Security Policy
Boost 
………

BIO

Continuously 
Monitored and 
Updated

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Key Message:�Top-down model, business-driven policies simplifying and accelerating deployments. All done from a single pane-of-glass orchestrator.Creating business-driven policies and managing the platforms are easy and quick.1. The first step is the SME (Subject Matter Expert) creates business intent overlays for different apps and assigns policies to them in the Unity Orchestrator. The Unity Orchestrator is a centralized business-driven, top-down management tool.2. The policies are then pushed to EdgeConnect platforms once authenticated to receive the policies.3. The same Orchestrator is used to continually manage the on-going operations.
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IDS/IPS: All

FW Zone: Real Time

QoS: Real Time

Boost: Disabled

Cloud Firewall +
Load Balance

Datacenter
(Backup)

BUSINESS INTENT OVERLAYS
Apps, IaaS, PaaS                   Circuits             Bonding + SLA           Topology               SaaS, Cloud, Internet Apps         Internet Policy & Firewall, SASE         Overlay Defaults

IDS/IPS: East-West

FW Zone: Restrict

QoS: Enterprise

Boost: Enabled
Datacenter
(Backup)

Cloud Firewall +
Load Balance

MPLS
(Primary)

Internet
(Primary)

LTE 
(Backup)

Loss:       2%
Latency:  600ms
Jitter:       300ms

Hub & 
Spoke

High
Quality

Enterprise Apps Overlay

IDS/IPS: All

FW Zone: Default

QoS: Best Effort

Boost: Disabled

MPLS
(Primary)

Internet
(Primary)

LTE 
(Backup)

Loss:       5%
Latency:  800 ms
Jitter:       500 ms

High 
Efficiency

Hub & 
Spoke

Default Overlay

Local 
Firewall

Best Circuit + 
Local Firewall

Datacenter
(Backup)

MPLS
(Primary)

Internet
(Primary)

LTE 
(Backup)

Loss:       1%
Latency:  400ms
Jitter:       200ms

Mesh

High
Availability

Real Time Overlay
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INTERNET QOS, ANY APPLICATION, ANY TRANSPORT

Path Conditioning

Forward Error Correction 
(FEC) and Pack Order 
Correction (POC) fix 
underlying network issues 
from impacting application 
performance.

Overlay Network

INET

MPLS

Overlay Network, 100% Healthy

LTE

INET

MPLS

LTE

Underlying network transports 
are abstracted allowing for 
applications to be seamlessly 
moved between circuits based 
on load, health or SLA

Dynamic Path Selection

Dynamic Path Selection 
flexibly routes packets across 
the best possible circuit 
depending on network health 
and overlay policy.

INET

MPLS

LTE
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SAAS OPTIMIZATION

Internet Application Map Best SaaS Path Secure Local Breakout

A B

Simple and always up-to-date 
SaaS application definitions 
enables optimized routing 
policies that deliver the 
highest quality of experience 
for mission critical apps.

Route SaaS services to their 
closest point of presence 
using the best possible path 
with advanced network health 
& performance measurements 
and local DNS resolution.

Secure Internet applications 
without sacrificing 
performance by leveraging a 
cloud-first security 
architecture with intelligent 
application steering.
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BOOST, ACCELERATE APPLICATION PERFORMANCE

Warehousing App

Custom App 1

Custom App 2

WAN Optimization Any Application Applied Anywhere

High Speed TCP and Data 
Deduplication eliminate the 
performance impacts of 
latency and reduces load on 
the network adding virtual 
bandwidth.

Optimization can be applied 
towards ANY application 
where an EdgeConnect 
appliance is in place between 
the client and server.

Workloads can be optimized 
in the branch, datacenter or 
cloud for mission critical 
applications, large datasets 
and custom applications.
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USS Abraham Lincoln (CVN-72)

MWR WIRELESS

13
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DEMONSTRATION FOOTPRINT

14

COX 
Commercial 

Fiber

Starlink CradlePoint 
5G

Others…

SDN: Aruba Edge Connects

QOW:  HPE EdgeLine 8000

Azure DOD GOV Cloud 
extension

Core Commercial Router:  
Netgate 1541

Wireless Controller 
– Aruba 7030

User Policy 
Manager – Aruba 
ClearPass C1000

Switching – Aruba 6300M

Wireless Access Points (25) – 
Aruba AP-535, 555, 575

QOW & QOL Guest Wireless

Tactical 
Fleet 

Network
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CIRCUIT DIVERSITY AND LOAD BALANCING
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CIRCUIT DIVERSITY AND LOAD BALANCING
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VISIBILITY
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VISIBILITY
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RESILIENCY
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SECURITY POLICIES – FIREWALL
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SECURITY - IDS
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SECURITY – SECURE WEB GATEWAY (SWG)
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SECURITY – SECURE WEB GATEWAY (SWG)
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HPE ARUBA NETWORKING SSE SOLUTION

24
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What’s So Different About HPE Aruba Networking SSE

25

Internet SaaS
Public 
Cloud

Data 
center

User

Ability to harmonize access across the world via 
smart routing and a cloud-backbone on AWS, 
Azure, Google, and Oracle

Goal is to simplify policy & inspect any 
traffic for Internet, SaaS, and legacy apps
(SSH, RDP, VOIP, AS400, ICMP etc.)

Purposely designed to enable users to access 
resources with or without an agent

Focus is on unification of capability.  One UI, one 
policy, one platform (ZTNA, SWG, CASB, DEM)

ZTNA

CASB
SWG

Experience 
MonitoringHPE Aruba Networking SSE

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Crawl, walk & runDon’t get paralyzed from the get-go!
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46 (ms)

Cloud-Backbone for Hyper-Resiliency and Speed During Remote Work

26

Network-as-a-Service
• Geo-proximity routing
• Smart routing based on latency
• Extremely high availability

SSE Agent on 
endpoint device

SSE Connector

Telemetry-based access across 
multi-cloud backbone

More redundancy with 
auto-load balancing

Better disaster recovery 
with auto-failover

Edges

PoP

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Smart routing with a smart SSEHPE Aruba Networking SSE combines the powers of AWS, Google Cloud Platform, Oracle, and now Azure. With Smart Routing, traffic can travel across any edge and any PoP from any of the aforementioned cloud vendors. Business productivity is maximized by selecting the fastest path for every unique access session, all while providing 2-3x the redundancy of other SSE vendors, and auto-failover by default to ensure continuous reliability.Automatically select the most optimal connectivity path, and auto-select the AWS, Google, Azure, or Oracle PoP for brokering by using latency telemetry.Heightened experience through the automatic use of the best PoP option, regardless of cloudImprove access experience by automatically receiving the most optimal path based on latency telemetry
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ZTNA
(Zero Trust Network Access)

Secure access to web apps
Least privilege access

Agent or agentless
VPN replacement

CASB
(Cloud Access Security Broker)

Mediates connectivity to SaaS 
applications

Ensures sensitive Data remains 
protected

Reduces the opportunity for 
cyber attack

SWG
(Secure Web Gateway)

Protects against 
malicious web traffic

SSL Inspection, URL filtering, 
sandboxing, malware scanning, 

DNS filtering

HPE Aruba 
Networking SSE

DEM
(Digital Experience Monitoring)

Ensure user productivity by 
measuring hop-by-hop metrics

Monitor app and network 
performance

Visibility into End User Devices

HPE ARUBA NETWORKING SSE KEY CAPABILITIES

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
GERRI NOTESZTNA (zero trust network access) – VPN replacement- should we allow a specific user or application access? Old way is to VPN and tunnel everything to the data center. A different approach then launching a VPN connection and just trusting the user and application access is correct. New way is to make these decisions based on user perspective on a device perspective on the application perspective. CASB (cloud access security broker)- Specific kind of corporate application that runs in the cloud (like SalesForce), hosted version in the public cloud- Users can connect to it with credentials with SSO- Can access from any device and download data that might be proprietary- CASB can facilitate and broker the access and data view/download capabilities – ex: can’t download data to a personal device, as an exampleSWG (secure web gateway)- laptop isn’t operating within 4 walls- need to ensure no inappropriate sites to make sure that we don't have cross scripting attacks that can infiltrate a specific certain laptop, we need to move that proxy and security functionality away from appliance that sits behind a firewall up into a cloud. - protect malicious web trafficDEM – (digital experience management)- measure performance- find issuesORIGINAL NOTESn/a
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DISRUPT THE CYBER KILL CHAIN WITH ZTNA, SWG, AND CASB COMBINED

Confidential | Authorized

71% of orgs worldwide were affected by ransomware in 2022

Own domain 
controller

Steal 
credentials

Move 
laterally

Steal
data

Install 
ransomware

Demand 
ransom

Minimize exposure Reduce lateral movement Prevent data loss

Phishing 
Email

Malicious
Macro

Install
Malware

Recon

Least-privileged user access
Securely connect authorized users to specific apps, without placing 
them on the corporate network - no ACLs needed

Server-to-Server segmentation
Enable least privilege server-to-server communications to protect 
networks from ransomware

Eliminate the attack surface
Prevent applications from being discovered by placing them 
behind HPE Aruba Networking SSE – RDP protected, no VPN

Inline content inspection
Content inspection for visibility into user activity and for 
threat detection

DLP for Traffic
Inline controls enforce disable download, copy & paste etc. 
policies for users and servers

Visibility into malicious activity
View employee and third-party user activity, file 
downloads, protocols used, and SSH commands

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Crawl, walk & runDon’t get paralyzed from the get-go!
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Optimized User Experience
Guarantee a secure, high-

performance, low-latency connection 
to applications 
and resources 

Reduce the need for backhauling 
traffic to the data center

Reduced Complexity
Streamline network and 

security management and 
deployment

Eliminate the need for multiple 
point solutions and hardware 

appliances

Unified Security Posture
Apply universal security policies 
and centralized access controls 
across all traffic and locations

STREAMLINE SASE DEPLOYMENT WITH  CONSOLIDATED NETWORKING AND SECURITY
Unified SASE Benefits

HPE ARUBA NETWORKING
SSE

EDGECONNECT
SD-WAN

Unified SASE

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
GERRI NOTESUnified security posture no matter where the traffic is originating fromMaking it easier to streamline SD-WAN and security management. Eliminate different tools and hardware neededUsers experience is better – way we route and secure traffic improves performance (latency, connection to applications, no backhaul to the data center)Regardless of the location, whether that traffic is originating from within the four walls of a corporate environment or if it's in the Home Office environment or somewhere in between, we have done a lot to reduce the complexity in terms of sharing context across between the SD Wan portion of SASE and the SSE of SASE to be able to streamline deployment and posture of how devices connect.ORIGINAL NOTESn/a
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Questions and Answers

Thank You

30
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